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Overview of UQ Publications
•Prior to 2008, Research Master (RM) was the software 
system used for HERDC
•School/Centre based exercise coordinated by the Research and Research Training Division
• In recent years evolution of UQ Library Repository eSpace
based on Fez/Fedora
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• In 2008 HERDC moved to eSpace
•Still essentially a School/Centre based exercise coordinated by the Research and Research Training Division
• eSpace is a key component of ERA preparations
• eSpace is well integrated with UQ information 
management
•Management information at UQ is accessed from the Data 
Warehouse via Business Objects
What publication data is in eSpace
…..and how it got there
• Eprints – eSpace
• Self-submission
• RQF preparations
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Imported RM data (HERDC)
Other data collected (CVs, NCR data)
• 2008, 2009 HERDC 
School/Centre based collection
• ERA preparations 
eSpace data entry team
Typical eSpace Journal Article Record:
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What is ResearcherID?
And what was the project all about?
RID: allows a person to uniquely identify 
themselves as the author on all of their WoS
pubs, allows others to view their citation metrics 
instantly e.g http://www.researcherid.com/rid/A-1194-2008
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Pilot Project:
•Work with Thomson-Reuters to develop a 
service that could:
•Bulk register UQ academics for RIDs
•Provide UQ with access to the RID accounts for batch upload and download of publication data
•Initial phase of the project involved working with 
TR to develop appropriate workflows
Why our interest in ResearcherID
service?
Increase profile of UQ researchers
Possibility of richer publication 
metadata
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Possibility of validating/correcting 
eSpace records
Possibility of getting publication data 
for new staff (if they already have a 
RID)
What we did….
• Worked with 10 academics from School of 
Population Health
Pub data in endnote files and in eSpace
School currently uses citation metrics for 
performance measurement
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• Created RIDs for these 10 academics 
Uploaded profile data ensuring correct institutional 
affiliation, current email addresses
Processed resulting status reports and automatically 
completed part of registration process, manually finalised
registration
• Also worked with 2 UQ academics who already 
had RIDs (linked to their WoS publications)
What we did next….
• Uploaded publication data to RID 
accounts
to new accounts only (for testing)
used endnote data and eSpace data
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varied publication details (left fields out, 
uploaded duplicates, intentional errors in 
some fields)
• Downloaded publication data from 
existing and new RID accounts
identify what the RID service does to and with the 
uploaded publications
Sample Results – in test environment
Citation count
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Richer metadata
And a hypothetical showing how UQ will be able to 
present citation counts with time for a publication:
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What’s in it for UQ?
Depends on who you are…..
• Researcher: 
get a populated RID account using UQ’s existing 
eSpace publication data, transportable, increased exposure, 
easy access to their citation metrics
• eSpace Repository: better quality data and richer metadata
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• Head of School or Research Director:
easy access to information useful from a research 
performance perspective – citations for publications, can get 
citation profiles for staff who have a RID
• Institution: 
increased visibility of UQ researchers and better 
knowledge of our researchers, possibility of easy ingest of work 
for new staff who have RID accounts
Other Possibilities – access to other products to enhance 
UQ’s knowledge of researchers, additional metrics
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Implications, Applications and 
Future: where to from here?
• Work with UQ academics who have RIDs
• Look at viability of bulk registration of another UQ 
cohort
• Work on importing higher volumes of downloaded 
publication data into eSpace
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e.g. more sophisticated de-duping
• Get the data into UQ data warehouse 
• Continue to work with TR to enhance the service
dealing with duplicates (in non-WoS pubs)
providing a UQ publication id 
better matching to WoS pubs (allowing for errors and 
omissions in uploaded fields)
